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-------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------------------------- 

During the last few years, we can find a lot of developments in the software industry concerning customized 

applications. Most of the businesses are automated using Java programming language because of its object-

oriented features. The applications developed, might have undergone perennial need-based modifications. The 

original structure of the program is lost because of the need-based modifications and further, the program 

becomes ill-structured. This ill-structured program is not appropriate for the abstraction of design information.  

In this paper, we are proposing a novel approach that takes executable java program as input and 

restructures the program without modifying its  functionality. The proposed approach comprises the phases like 

appending the externals files to the main program, eliminating comment lines, blank lines, converting multi-

statement lines to the single statement, the multi-line statement to single statement line, physically allotting line 

numbers, and removing unused variables.  
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1.INTRODUCTION 

In today’s ever-changing business world, the only thing 

that doesn’t change is ‘change’ itself.  Nothing is constant 
or predictable in the current challenging business 
environment. The software industry is dominated by java 

programming for the past two decades because of its 
versatility in programming concepts. The majority of the 
software applications are developed using java and these 

applications[1] are in great usage in different sectors for 
decades and hence have to maintain as they have a lot of 
business rules and policies embodied[2], which are 

mandate for the present working models.  
  Due to rapid technological advancements and 
perennial changes happening in the business , these 

software applications are undergoing a lot of changes[3] 
which make the software lose its originality, leading to 
poor program comprehension. Maintaining such software 

systems to abstract good design information is the real 
challenge which is done through restructuring. 
 

2.TERMINOLOGY 
Restructuring is the process of making changes to the 

software structure externally without changing its 
functionality. 

Program comprehension is the process of understanding 
the functionality of the software using the given program 
code. 

Functionality is the actual working principles of the given 
input with desired outcomes. 

Software maintenance is the process of optimizing the 
given software with a feasible modification that increases 

the throughput.  

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 
In paper[4], the author has discussed in detail the role of 

comments in the maintainability and reusability of the 
software, provided, these comment lines should also be 
updated as the software gets updated. This paper has 

helped us to know the role of comments in program 
comprehension. 

In this paper[5], the different code smells and the sequence 
of elimination are discussed which has a great impact on 

the maintenance of the software metrics like 
maintainability index, relative logical complexity, and so 
on. This paper has helped us to know the impact of code 
on software metrics. 

In paper[6], the author has highlighted that replacing or re-
building the existing software system is the most time-
oriented and also economically infeasible to the industry 

because of the outdated technology and has proposed to 
modernize the system using reengineering and reverse 
engineering concepts.  

 
In paper[7], the different techniques of restructuring java 
programs are discussed. It has given sufficient input for 

our methodology. These methods are applied with 
appropriate modifications. 
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In paper[10], the different types of comments and their 
purposes for comprehending the program are discussed 
and this has helped to know the role of comments.  

In paper[9,12] a thorough study is conducted on the 
different refactoring techniques for improving the design 
level information. The study signifies various refactoring 

operations improving maintainability, understandability, 
modifiability, and analyzability of the refactored software. 
It has given an idea on different levels of refactoring 
which is appropriately modified and applied. 

In paper[11], the different tools used for code quality 
analysis are discussed. The code is checked for different 
refactoring methods are tried and concluded that some 

refactoring techniques are feasible and cost-effective and 
other higher forms are very complex, changing the 
structure and leading to costly affairs. This has helped me 

to know the different refactoring techniques which are 
feasible and cost-effective. The higher forms of 
refactoring are very complex changing the structure of the 
original program, which is not advisable.  

In paper[13] author signifies the role of both inner and 
outer comments. The association of comments and the 
fault proneness of the code are highlighted. It is proved 

that methods having inner comments tends to be more 
faulty. It reveals the role of inner comments as faulty 
methods. This paper has helped me to know the 
significance of retaining comments in the software code. 

In paper[15], the different techniques of restructuring are 
done on the C program for multi-core architectures are 
discussed. The author has discussed that the software 

becomes obsolete, at some point, and discarding the entire 
system is not an economically viable solution and has 
adapted the strategies used for the accelerated 

development of software with reusability concepts. In 
[21][22], the author has proposed the methodology for the 
restructuring of the C program for the abstraction of 

design information. In [23], the dead code is eliminated by 
identifying the unused variables, classes and methods. 
These redundant variables are identified using data flow 

analysis and single assignment property for the variables. 
This paper has given basic idea of dead code elimination. 
In our paper, the unused variables , are removed using 

regular expressions. In paper[24], the code quality can be 
improved by different refactoring methods for effective 
implementation. Further these complex refactoring 

techniques may change the structure of the system and 
require additional code for refactoring which leads to 
chain reaction. In this paper,  the novel approach of  
restructuring are addressed by these following steps 

i. Appending the packages, classes and 
interfaces to the input file  

ii. Eliminate Comment lines 

iii. Eliminate blank lines  

iv. Transform multiple declaration statements 
into a single declaration statement 

v. Allotting Line numbers to executable 
statements 

vi. Identifying and Removing unused 
variables 

4. METHODOLOGY 
The various approaches used are discussed in detail in the 
literature survey and the methodology proposed in this 
paper is carried out using the following steps , which are 
made amenable for reengineering. 

i. Appending the packages, classes and interfaces to the 
input file: 

In Java , the concept of reusability is supported by 
importing the required classes, package and abstract 

interfaces from one file to another. In our methodology, 
we import these concepts physically, by copying the entire 
code from one location to the input file for easy parsing. 

ii. Eliminate Comment lines :  

The Comment lines give an overview of code and these 

comment lines have to be updated periodically as and 
when the software is modified but this does not happen in 
reality. These comment lines may also be used for 

commenting functions that were not needed, but the reason 
for commenting may not be specified. So the feasible way 
of restructuring the input program is to consider only the 
executable statements and ignore the comment lines  in our 
input program. 

iii. Eliminate blank lines:  

The conventional method of programming is  to insert 
blank lines for improving the readability of the program 
but these blank lines are removed as they do not contribute 

to any program logic. So the proposed methodology 
restructures by eliminating these blank lines in the input.  

iv. Transform multiple declaration statements into a 
single declaration statement: 

 Consider the scenario where multiple statements are 

declared in a single line, separated by the delimiter “; ”. 
These statements will be considered as a single node, 
which does not carry any meaning. So these multiple 

statements are restructured to appear as a single statement 
separated by the delimiter “, ” in all declaration statements 
of the input program. 

iv. Transform multi-line statements into a single 

statement line: 

 While programming, some statements in the input 
program may be represented as the multi-line statements 
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and will be considered as separate nodes, without any 
meaning. So these are restructured to appear in a single 
line, contributing to a meaningful node. 

v. Allotting Line numbers to executable statements: 

The executable statements are kept on track by assigning 
some numbering by the tool which helps in better program 
comprehension. Hence in our methodology, the line 

numbers are allotted uniquely for all the executable 
statements after completion of the above restructuring 
steps. 

vi. Identifying and Removing unused variables: During 

programming, the changes are done dynamically. In this 
process, some variables, are declared but not used due to 
the repeated modifications because of need-based 

requirements. Hence such variables are restructured by 
identifying and removing them as they occupy a lot of 
memory space and execution time in the program. 

Similarly the same can be done for classes and member 
functions. 

5. ALGORITHM- RESTRUCTURING THE 

JAVA PROGRAM 
INPUT: Java application program  
OUTPUT: Restructured java application 
Input:Executable java program 

Output:Restructured java program 
STRG[1…n]file1.java    
 Step 1:[Append the imported packages] 

if(STR[i].contains “import package.*”) then 
      merge_file( file1.java, package.name) 
end if 

Step 2:[Append the interfaces] 

if(STR[i].contains “import package.classname”) 
then 

      merge_file( file1.java, package.interface) 
end if 

Step 3:[Append the  imported classes] 

if(STR[i].contains “import package.classname”) 
then 

         merge_file( file1.java, package.classname) 

             end if 
Step 4:[Eliminate Comment lines] 

 for i1 to n 

                       Comment=false 
                       if STRG[i].contains=”//” 
                               Comment=true 

                       end if 
          if  STRG[i].contains “/*”  and ends with “ 
*/” 

comment=true, i<-j ,print(STRG[i]) 
                       end if 

end for 

 Step 5:[Eliminate blank lines] 

for i <-  1 to n 
     if (!STRG[i].isEmpty()) then                

                       write-to(STRG[i]); 

                       write-to(“\n”) 
     end if 

 end for 
Step 6:[Transform  the multiple statements into single 

line] 

while (STRG!= NULL) do               
   STRG = STRG 
.restoreall( ";“  “,”  "; \n") 

                Writer-to(STRG); 
 end while 
Step 7:[Transform multiline statements into single line] 

   while (STRG [1..n]!=’;)              
  STRG = STRG + STRG.restoreall( ";“ ,  "; \n") 
               Writer-to(STRG); 

               end while 
Step 8:[Allot line numbers] 

          Lineno<- 1 

for i<- 1 to n 
                    Print(lineno + STRG[i]) 
 end for 

Step 9:[Identifying variables declared but not used] 

 for i1 to n 
 count[i]=1 

   Storing variables in array a[i] 
    for i<-1 to n 
    if (STRG[i]== a[i]) count[i]++; 

    if (count[i]==1) print(“Variable a[i] not used”) 
 

V. ALGORITHM- RESTRUCTURING THE 

JAVA PROGRAM 
INPUT: Java application program  
OUTPUT: Restructured java application 

Input:Executable java program 

Output:Restructured java program 
STRG[1…n]file1.java    

 Step 1:[Append the imported packages] 

if(STR[i].contains “import package.*”) then 
      merge_file( file1.java, package.name) 

end if 
Step 2:[Append the interfaces] 

if(STR[i].contains “import package.classname”) 

then 
      merge_file( file1.java, package.interface) 
end if 

Step 3:[Append the  imported classes] 

if(STR[i].contains “import package.classname”) 
then 

         merge_file( file1.java, package.classname) 
             end if 
Step 4:[Eliminate Comment lines] 

 for i1 to n 
                       Comment=false 
                       if STRG[i].contains=”//” 

                               Comment=true 
                       end if 
          if  STRG[i].contains “/*”  and ends with “ 

*/” 
comment=true, i<-j ,print(STRG[i]) 

                       end if 

end for 
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 Step 5:[Eliminate blank lines] 

for i <-  1 to n 

     if (!STRG[i].isEmpty()) then                
                       write-to(STRG[i]); 
                       write-to(“\n”) 

     end if 
 end for 
Step 6:[Transform  the multiple statements into single 

line] 

while (STRG!= NULL) do               
   STRG = STRG 

.restoreall( ";“  “,”  "; \n") 
                Writer-to(STRG); 
 end while 

Step 7:[Transform multiline statements into single line] 

   while (STRG [1..n]!=’;)              
  STRG = STRG + STRG.restoreall( ";“ ,  "; \n") 

               Writer-to(STRG); 
               end while 
Step 8:[Allot line numbers] 

          Lineno<- 1 
for i<- 1 to n 

                    Print(lineno + STRG[i]) 

 end for 
Step 9:[Identifying variables declared but not used] 

 for i1 to n 

 count[i]=1 
   Storing variables in array a[i] 
    for i<-1 to n 

    if (STRG[i]== a[i]) count[i]++; 
    if (count[i]==1) print(“Variable a[i] not used”) 
 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
Table 6.1: Restructuring java-code by Importing packages 
to the original code. 

import MyPackage.MeClass; 
public class PName  
{ 

   public static void main(String args[])  
   {        
      // Initializing the String variable  

      // with a value  
      String name = "restructuring"; 
      int myN = 5; 

      int myFNum = 5.99f;          
      char myLett = 'D'; 
      boolean myBo = true; 

      String myTe = "Hello";     
      System.out.println(myN); 
      System.out.println(myFNum); 

      System.out.println(myLett); 
      System.out.println(myBo); 
      System.out.println(myTe); 

      // Creating an instance of class MeClass in  
      // the package. 
      MeClass obj = new MeClass(); 

       
      obj.getNames(name); 
   } 

} 

Figure: 6.1 Java program before importing 

package Mepack; 

public class MeClass 
{ 
    public void create-Names(String s1) 

    {         
        System.out.println(s1);         
    } 

} 
public class PName  
{ 

  public static void main(String args[])  
   {        
      // Initializing the String variable  

      // with a value  
      String name = "restructuring"; 
      int myN = 5; 

      int myFNum = 5.99f;          
      char myLett = 'D'; 
      boolean myBo = true; 

      String myTe = "Hello";     
      System.out.println(myN); 
      System.out.println(myFNum); 

      System.out.println(myLett); 
      System.out.println(myBo); 
      System.out.println(myTe); 

      // Creating an instance of class MeClass in  
      // the package. 
      MeClass obj = new MeClass(); 

    obj.getNames(name); 
   } 
} 

   
Figure: 6.2 Java program after importing 
 

1  
2 package mePack; 
3 public class MeClass 

4 { 
5     public void create-Names(String s1) 
6     { 

7         System.out.println(s1);         
8     } 
9 } 

10 public class PName  
11 { 
12    public static void main(String args[])  

13    { 
14       String name = "restructuring",myTe = "Hello"; 
15       int myN = 5, myFNum = 5.99f; 

16     char myLett = 'D'; 
17     boolean myBo = true; 
18     System.out.println(myNum); 

19     System.out.println(myFloatNum); 
20     System.out.println(myLetter); 
21     System.out.println(myBool); 

22     System.out.println(myText); 
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23       MeClass obj = new MeClass(); 
24       obj.getNames(name); 

25    } 
26  } 
 

Figure: 6.3 Restructured java code 
 
In Fig 6.1 a small java program using user-defined import 

packages is taken as input. This program code is getting 
restructured by substituting the entire imported package, 
as shown in Fig 6.2. This java code in Fig 6.2 acts as input 

to the next level of restructuring, which is done using the 
above-discussed techniques. The output java code after 
this restructuring is shown in Fig 6.3. This restructured 

code has imported the entire package with no comment 
lines, no blank lines, multiline declarations in a single line,  
has physical line numbers . 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, an attempt is made to restructure the input 

java program. The proposed tool restructures the input 
java program by first appending the imported files to the 
main program and then eliminating the comment lines, 

blank lines, and converting the multi-statement lines to the 
single statement, the multi-line statement to a single 
statement line, assigning line numbers, eliminating unused 

variables. The tool is tested for its correctness and 
completeness and presently working for all the 
restructuring aspects discussed above. 
 Further this work will be continued to address the 

issues related to the speed and memory. 
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